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THE WARD FELLOWSHIP (CONTD.)
Students are selected based on community involvement, academic ability, application essays,
and an interview process.
During the course of the summer, students are given a unique view of public service that is
shaped by the experiences and philosophies of those decision-makers whose ideals,
inspirations, party afﬁliations, and legislative priorities are as diverse as the responsibilities and
duties each ofﬁcial performs each day to make sure that our commonwealth and city work for
its citizens.
The Ward Fellowship provides students
with a summer that opens their eyes to the
possibilities that await them in the world of
public service. Many alumni have gone on
to work in public service. From successfully
running for local ofﬁce to stafﬁng the
President of the United States, the Ward
Fellowship experience is one that shapes
the lives of its participants in profound ways.

JOHN WILLIAM WARD
John William Ward grew up in Dorchester
and Brighton. As a high school student at
the Boston Latin School, Bill was known
less for his academic promise than for his
social skills. He developed an affection for
neighborhood pool hall, was captain of the
football team, and graduated the six-year
course of study in ﬁve years.
Bill Ward learned important lessons at
Latin. He learned that everyone should
have an opportunity to compete; a good
education is essential to making that
opportunity meaningful; competition
should be fair; and individual issues should
be judged on their merits, without
preference for the powerful or the popular.

”
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“One must act as
if one can make
a difference.”
JOHN WILLIAM WARD
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2020 WARD FELLOWS
ISABELLA TRAN ’20

COORDINATOR • U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE MARK WOLF ‘90H
HARVARD COLLEGE
Last year, Isabella was a Ward Fellow under Editorial Page
Editor and Columnist of the Boston Globe, Shirley Leung.
She was inspired to become Coordinator this summer after
her great experience working as a Fellow and meeting
with local and national ofﬁcials in Boston and Washington
D.C. Next year, Isabella will begin at Harvard College
where she plans to study History and Literature.

REGINE PIERRE-LOUIS ’21

U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE PATTI SARIS ‘69GLS
RISING SENIOR
Throughout her high school career, Regine has developed
a passion for the study of law, government, and politics.
She has continued her journey towards a career in law by
participating in the Ward Fellowship. She hopes to expand
her knowledge of the judicial system, as well as learn how
all systems of government cooperate with one another to
create change.

MEREDITH ZIELONKA ’20

INSPECTOR GENERAL GLENN CUNHA
GAP YEAR • HARVARD COLLEGE
Meredith was ﬁrst drawn to the idea of public service at
her elementary school, where her education included not
only math and science but also Jewish tradition. The
Jewish concept of tikkun olam or “repairing the world”
was impressed upon her not as an option but as an
obligation, and one which, twelve years later, she
continues to honor.
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DANIEL SHPIGEL ’21

INSPECTOR GENERAL GLENN CUNHA
RISING SENIOR
Born as a ﬁrst generation American, Daniel Shpigel grew
up in Newton, MA, to a Ukrainian father and a Belarusian
mother. He did not speak English until he was seven years
old. One thing he hopes to get out of the summer is to
make new connections as well as gain valuable experience
for his future career.

SHANNEN ESPINOSA ’20

STATE REPRESENTATIVE ADRIAN MADARO WF’06
GAP YEAR • NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Having only immigrated from the Philippines ﬁve years
ago, Shannen witnessed ﬁrsthand the inﬂuence of active
and supportive local governments. This summer, working
with Rep. Madaro, she hopes to contribute to the future of
better schools, community buildings, and programs that
lead to concrete changes within the formation and
foundation of communities.

JOSEPH TERREY ’21

STATE REPRESENTATIVE ADRIAN MADARO WF’06
RISING SENIOR
Joseph became fascinated by history as a result of the
stories his grandmother told him about his ancestors,
which led him to research the events in which they took
part. At Boston Latin School, Joseph has taken his love of
history and politics to a new level, joining the History Bowl
team and creating the Boston Latin School Podcast club to
give a voice to students.
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BENJAMIN LEE ’20

MSBA DIRECTOR JACK MCCARTHY
TRINITY COLLEGE
Ben’s interest in government and public service was
sparked by a trip to Washington DC in which he was able
to watch the Senate vote live. He was struck by the
amount of conviction and care the Senators had for their
constituents, and how they expressed that through their
Speech. Ben will be attending Trinity College in the fall,
and intends to major in political science and Italian.

XIANGAN HE ’21

MSBA DIRECTOR JACK MCCARTHY
RISING SENIOR
Xiangan He is a ﬁrst-generation Chinese immigrant, who
came to the United States at the age of 7. A long-time
resident of East Boston, Xiangan was inspired by
experience interning for State Rep. Madaro to seize every
opportunity he can to meet the needs of his community.
This summer, he wishes to gain more knowledge about all
facets of government and public service to gain pathways
to get more involved in public service in the future.

ELIZABETH RESNER ’21

MSBA DIRECTOR JACK MCCARTHY
RISING SENIOR
Elizabeth’s interest in public service is twofold, as it
represents an opportunity both for contributing to her
community and interacting with the various legal and
legislative chambers of government. Through the
Fellowship, she hopes to be able to see ﬁrsthand and take
part in the powerful impacts that public servants play in
the lives of those in her community.
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JASMINE WONG ’21

MSBA DIRECTOR JACK MCCARTHY
RISING SENIOR
One major catalyst for Jasmine’s passion for civic
engagement was writing for the school’s newspaper, The
Argo. It opened her eyes to the multitude of pressing
problems plaguing the city and the world. In tenth grade,
she channeled her frustrations into action by joining the
Mayor’s Youth Council and serving as the Deputy Director
of the Workforce and Economic Development Committee.

DANIELLE AUGUSTIN ’20

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR ANDREA CAMPBELL ‘00
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Her strong background in community service has led
Danielle to appreciate people from all walks of life. She
believes public service begins with compassion, and
compassion can be taught through learning about the
struggles of others as well as sharing her personal
experiences. She hopes to learn about the challenges that
can come with creating new policies in Boston.

MATEO DAFFIN ’20

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR ANDREA CAMPBELL ‘00
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
As someone who is dedicated to social and climate justice,
Mateo has immersed himself in numerous leadership roles
in clubs such as BLS B.L.A.C.K. (Black Leaders Aspiring for
Change and Knowledge) and YouthCAN. Mateo is excited
to work with Councilor Campbell to help tackle structural
issues facing Black and Brown communities in the city of
Boston.
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GRACIELA BERMAN-REINHARDT ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR ANDREA CAMPBELL ’00
RISING SENIOR
Graciela Berman Reinhardt has lived in Roslindale her
whole life. From before she could read the words herself,
Gracie has found joy in books and the wild adventures she
could have all while curled up on a couch. Upon joining
the debate team, she quickly realized she would have to
translate her love of reading fantasy into a dedication to
reading about news and current events.

OLIVIA ARDITO ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MATT O’MALLEY WF’96
RISING SENIOR
Olivia ﬁrst became interested in politics when she joined
the Mayor’s Youth Council two years ago. Through her
work on the Youth Lead the Change committee, she was
able to learn how important participation in local politics
and activism is. She is profoundly appreciative of receiving
this opportunity and for all the doors the fellowship will
open for her.

GIAN MARTINEZ ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MATT O’MALLEY WF’96
RISING SENIOR
Gian helped establish the Young Men of Color group at his
school, a group that centered around a YPAR Model to
help focus on boys of color not only in exams and public
schools, but society as a whole. Gian hopes to use Ward as
an opportunity to push himself further into the sector of
Social Service and utilize the networks he builds and
resources at his disposal to consolidate his ability to make
possible change in the future.
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MAX TANG ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MATT O’MALLEY WF’96
RISING SENIOR
Max Tang was born in Canada as part of a ﬁrst-generation
immigrant family. He has a background in public service
and diplomacy, having worked in a non-proﬁt housing
community and promoting environmental sustainability at
school and at other internships. Max hopes to gain a
better understanding of performing public service at a city
level and how to give back to its people.

JOSE “MIGGY” ANTONIO ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MICHELLE WU
RISING SENIOR
Born in the Philippines, Miggy is grateful for his good
fortune in the United States, is deeply committed to giving
back. Miggy has seen the inability of government to
provide its citizens with adequate healthcare. He hopes to
return to the Philippines and work towards greater
accessibility of medicine for children.

AILEEN LUO ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MICHELLE WU
RISING SENIOR
Aileen ﬁrst found her passion for community organizing
through her love for the Boston Chinatown community,
advocating against gentriﬁcation and development in the
area that does not serve its primarily-immigrant community.
She continues to express her conviction for racial and
economic justice through leadership in organizations such as
BLS Asian Students in Action and strives to foster community
wherever she goes.
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JESS SCHNITZER ’20

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MICHELLE WU
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
Last year, as a Seevak Fellow in Human Rights and Social
Justice, Jess interned with two non-proﬁts, the Paraclete
Center, an educational enrichment program in South
Boston, and GLBTQIA+ Legal Advocates and Defenders
(GLAD) as a Public Affairs and Education intern. Working in
the non-proﬁt sector showed her the ways that community
organizations can engage with public policy and local
government. Jess seeks to learn more ways that
government and law can create much needed social
change.

CAMILLE SHILLAND ’21

BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR MICHELLE WU
RISING SENIOR
Camille Shilland has lived in Boston’s South End her whole
life with her parents and two sisters. Her mother and father
immigrated to the United States from Italy and Scotland,
respectively, and travel has always been an important part
of her life. She hopes to combine her interest in travel with
her passion for law and public service by pursuing a career
as a diplomat. As a ﬁrm believer in the power of the public
voice against corrupt leaders and institutions, Camille is
thrilled to have the opportunity to learn more about public
service through the Ward Fellowship.
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THE CORONAVIRUS
EXPERIENCE
COVID-19 was a global pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019, caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‑CoV‑2). Due to the pandemic, this year’s Ward
Fellowship was conducted virtually. This brought upon some changes: Fellows worked in
teams on collaborative projects and we met with speakers through videoconferences. The new
aspect of Mentorship with former Ward Fellows was also an addition to the Fellowship.
WHAT WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE IN THE NEW MENTORSHIP PROGRAM?
My experience with my mentor, Sabrina Acloque WF ’99, was great. We seemed to click
automatically. She gave me a lot of constructive feedback and career pointers because
she followed a career path close to what I want to do and we came from a similar
background. While the virtual nature of the Fellowship did take away from some
experiences like D.C. and in-person meetings, it didn’t make the experience, knowledge,
or relationships established any less valuable.
— GIAN MARTINEZ ‘21
WHAT MADE THIS YEAR’S FELLOWSHIP DIFFERENT?
Through my meetings with Vanessa Jarnes WF ’12, I learned a great deal about what
pursuing a Political Science degree would look like, and what jobs are available in the
International Relations ﬁeld after graduating.
— OLIVIA ARDITO ‘21
Because the Fellowship was virtual, I was able to connect with my coworkers more and
have more responsibility in the ofﬁce than previous fellows due to the ease of video chats.
Instead of spending half of every day traveling to meetings, I was able to hop from work
research to sponsor meeting in seconds.
— MEREDITH ZIELONKA ‘20
MANY THANKS TO OUR 2020 MENTORS!
Sabrina Acloque WF ’99
Amelia Aubourg WF ’99
Umang Bansal WF ’19
Michael Baskin WF ’06
Patricia Cahill WF ’10
Andrew DeStefano WF ’07

Chris Hurld WF ’96
Ashlyn Garry WF ’05
Vanessa Jarnes WF ’12
Ruthzee Louijeune WF’03
Rashaun Martin WF ’97
Aaron McCormick WF ’99
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Nicholas Milano WF ’05
Will Poff-Webster WF ’09
Perrin Price WF ’18
Connie Tom WF ’90
Sidd Vivek WF ’96
Michelle Yan WF ’08
Armen Youssouﬁan WF’18.
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BABBITT FELLOW
FELLOW: MIGGY ANTONIO ‘21
Miggy was born in Dumaguete City, Philippines,
alongside his twin brother, Marcky. They both inherited
Hemophilia, a rare genetic disorder which severely reduces
the ability of the blood to clot naturally. With limited
healthcare in a developing country, the ﬁrst ten years of
their childhood subjected them to a sedentary lifestyle.
This experience, nevertheless, shaped Miggy’s values
of courage, perseverance, determination, excellence and a
deep appreciation and zest for life. Six years ago, Miggy’s
mom was admitted for graduate studies at Harvard Kennedy
School so their family relocated to Boston. In preparation for
the big move, his two hemophiliac uncles taught him how to
inject himself.
Living in the United States was a turning point for Miggy and his brother, as it opened the
doors to the limitless possibilities that adequate medical care can provide. They walked, jumped
and ran for the ﬁrst time. They also learned how to play musical instruments, bike and play sports.
Despite these blessings, Miggy will never forget what his life was like in the Philippines and while
grateful for his good fortune here, is deeply committed to giving back. Such commitment has
developed in him a passion for public service.
Living in Boston for the past 6 years has also shown him how a more efﬁcient
government system can better people’s lives, yet, still remain severely challenged. The
realization that governments in both developed and developing worlds just cannot
simply do it alone. Citizen engagement and participation in the democratic processes
is important, and good leadership of institutions are crucial to keeping society alive.

ABOUT JULIUS E. BABBITT ‘87
The Julius E. Babbitt ‘87 Memorial Fellowship was established in 2008 as a
summer internship program, designed to reward a deserving Class II Boston
Latin School student, who has exhibited his dedication to alma mater, tireless
community and public service and inspires others to make our world better.
Babbitt was the 1st African-American elected class president at Boston
Latin School. He later served in the administrations of four successive
governors of Massachusetts: William F. Weld, Paul Cellucci, Jane Swift
and Mitt Romney.
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JUDGE PATTI SARIS
CHIEF U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE GLS ’69

Poised and professional yet relatable and
warm—even through a computer screen—Judge
Saris immediately put us at ease with words of
encouragement and stories of her own journey
through the world of public service. She told us
about her time at Girls’ Latin School, during which
John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., and
Robert Kennedy were all assassinated, and about
starting as a Harvard student in the midst of
anti-Vietnam War sentiment. Her stories from
college were especially pertinent as her freshman
year was interrupted, as will be the case for many
rising college students today, although by anti-war
protests rather than by a global pandemic. Despite
the circumstances, she was still able to make the
most of that year and the rest of her time in
college, and went on to write for The Harvard
Crimson. However, after not getting into a
fellowship she had wanted, she decided to turn
away from journalism and pursue a legal education
at Harvard Law School. Her subsequent work for
Senator Edward Kennedy led her to gain appreciation for the legislative process, and she told us
about how she went on to become a judge in 1986. She recounted her work reducing drug
sentences and bringing attention to the First Step Act as Chair of the U.S. Sentencing Commission
under the Obama administration at a time when mass incarceration rates were extremely high, and
about how, even today, she continues to ﬁght for reduced sentences.
While Judge Saris has already accomplished a great deal with regard to criminal justice
reform, she made it clear to us that reform is an ongoing process and encouraged the Fellows to
pay attention at this critical time. She underscored the importance of remaining civically engaged
and of committing ourselves to issues such as education, housing, and healthcare. Finally, after
taking time to answer our questions thoughtfully, she congratulated us all on our work as Ward
Fellows and urged us to keep in mind the three essential elements for attaining a position like
hers—experience, connections, and a bit of luck!

BY CAMILLE SHILLAND
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MATT O’MALLEY WF’96
BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR

Coming to us via video conference from his porch,
Councilor Matt O’Malley told us of his background growing
up in Roslindale and attending Boston Latin School. After
interning for Peggy Davis-Mullen during the school year, he
worked as a Ward Fellow for former Massachusetts
Treasurer and Receiver-General, Joe Malone. O’Malley was
elected to the City Council in 2010 after two failed
campaigns for the ofﬁce, and is now the longest-serving
elected ofﬁcial on the Council.
In our meeting with O’Malley, topics ranged from
affordable housing and education to his reasoning behind this year’s city budget vote. At the end of
our discussion with O’Malley, instead of trying to squeeze in every quotable slogan possible before
our time ran out, he sat with us for an extra thirty minutes and asked about our thoughts on issues
directly impacting Boston’s youth, like reopening schools.
I found Matt O’Malley to be the most relatable City Councilor we’ve met this summer. While
the whole council is working to reform our systems to improve the big picture, O’Malley additionally
seems committed to the little things that make life for
BY MEREDITH ZIELONKA his constituents just a bit better.

ANDREA CAMPBELL ’00
BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR

Councilor Andrea Campbell has dedicated her work to improving
the very city she has lived in all her life. After attending BPS schools all
her life and graduating from BLS in 2000, she studied at Princeton
University and UCLA Law School. Returning to Boston, Campbell began
work on educational legal cases with a non-proﬁt in Roxbury,
and before running for city council she delved more into the world of
politics, serving as deputy legal counsel to Governor Deval Patrick.
At the age 29, Councilor Campbell lost her twin brother Andre to
the criminal justice system when he died in custody. This experience
soon became a catalyst for change and movement and in 2015, Campbell ran against a 32 year
incumbent and won. With that election, Campbell became the City Councilor for District 4. Since
being elected, she has served for 3 terms, and during her second term, was unanimously elected
City Council President, being the ﬁrst African-American president to serve in that position.
As a City Councilor, Campbell’s work includes funding youth development programming,
reforming solitary conﬁnement, and strengthening the public education system. Councilor
Campbell continues her ﬁght for a better Boston, reminding her team and us that “if we are good
and excellent, we can always do better.”

BY JESS SCHNITZER
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MICHELLE WU
BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR

Michelle Wu entered the meeting that day not as an elite politician,
but as a mom. Behind her, her sons Blaise and Cass played with their toys
and periodically turned to their mother to adjudicate a dispute, with little
regard for the Zoom meeting their mother was attending, ﬁlled with high
schoolers in business casual. This familiar setting is representative of Wu’s
transparent approach to policy that allows her to connect with constituents
from all over the city.
Wu is a ﬁrst-generation American, the daughter of Taiwanese immigrants, and legal guardian
of her youngest sister, so she understands the barriers everyday people face, from learning English
to having to support a family. Wu launched her ﬁrst campaign while pregnant, and her prominent
baby-bump sparked conversations with constituents about the struggles of working without paid
parental leave. Throughout her tenure of 7 years as City Councilor, Wu has spearheaded issues
around equitable transportation, gentriﬁcation, and, naturally, paid parental leave. Her movement
to “Free the T” advocated for a free and improved MBTA to lower emissions, decrease trafﬁc, and
allow everyone equitable access to transportation.
Lately, she has been an advocate for decreasing police funding and redistributing the
money into communities of color so that
BY GRACIELA BERMAN-REINHARDT those areas could ﬂourish.

JACK MCCARTHY ’76

MA SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY DIRECTOR
One of the core values of the Ward Fellowship is the introduction to all aspects of public
service. From nonproﬁt work to policy and law to journalism to public health, the basis of serving
the public begins in equitable education for all.
Jack McCarthy, Executive Director of the Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA),
works to build accessible and safe school buildings throughout the Commonwealth. His Fellows this
year have the added responsibility of researching the possibilities of Fall 2020 school reopenings in
light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Mr. McCarthy, a graduate of Boston Latin School and Boston College, began his work in the
private sector at Raytheon in production control, where he learned the value of creativity in
real-world industry work. Mr. McCarthy transferred to the public sector after attending Law School at
Suffolk University in 1988.
He has experience working for the Inspector General and Secretary of the Commonwealth in
addition to public relations and running a statewide ballot question campaign, but his favorite work
has been for the MSBA in helping students of all abilities access a safe space for education, which
has also helped him appreciate the value of his Latin School education all the more.
Mr. McCarthy left the Fellows with a sense of motivation and encouragement to take the
initiative in real-world problem solving and break out of the
BY AILEEN LUO
blueprints laid out for their lives as they progress beyond BLS.
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GLENN CUNHA
INSPECTOR GENERAL

For the second meeting of the summer, we
had an engaging conversation with Inspector
General Glenn Cunha about his career and the
current work of the Ofﬁce of the Inspector General
(IGO). Despite the meeting being virtual, Cunha
drew all of us in with his unusual, yet intriguing
career path and compelling anecdotes from his
experiences.
Following 10 years in the private sector,
Cunha took night classes at Suffolk Law School and
transitioned into work as a public defender. Later on, Cunha worked in the Suffolk County District
Attorney’s Ofﬁce as an Assistant Attorney and served in the Attorney General’s Ofﬁce as the chief of
the Insurance & Unemployment Fraud Division. In comparison to his former experience working with
domestic violence and abuse victims, Cunha ﬁnds public corruption to be revolting in its own right,
“an example of terrible greed and arrogance,” he said. Since he took on the role of Inspector
General, Cunha has been focused on both the prevention and the detection of public corruption.
Cunha and his ofﬁce ensure every penny of public funding in
BY JASMINE WONG Massachusetts accounted for.

ADRIAN MADARO WF’06
MASSACHUSETTS STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Adrian Madaro is the Massachusetts State Representative for East
Boston. He is a former Ward Fellow as well the most community oriented
politicians I have ever encountered. After graduating from BLS he went
on to Tufts University where he participated in the Miller fellowship,
interning in the ofﬁce of New York Senator Kirsten Gillibrand. Adrian’s
experience in DC was a unique one because he was in the ofﬁce of a non
Massachusetts senator, this made him feel disconnected from the work
he was doing as he didn't understand the problems and needs of his
constituents.
After getting back to Tufts he was informed of a job opportunity to
be the staffer for the State Representative for East Boston, and even
though he was ﬁlled with self doubt Adrian ended up getting the job for Carlo Basile. Eventually
Basile took a job with Governor Baker’s administration leaving the State Representative seat empty,
and Adrian decided to run. And even though he didn't have the mayor's endorsement, he was
able to pull out a win becoming the State Representative for Eastie.
Adrian’s passion for public service is extremely admirable and inspiring. He has recently
passed the bar exam after graduating from Suffolk Law and
BY DANIEL SHPIGEL
wants to continue to make East Boston a better place.
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LAWRENCE DICARA
BOSTON LATIN SCHOOL ‘67

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and all meetings being
virtual, it is deﬁnitely harder to make a personal connection
with the sponsor you’re meeting with. That is why I was
thoroughly surprised in our meeting with Mr. Lawrence DiCara.
The call felt less like a meeting and more like a normal
conversation. It was great to listen to someone as personal and
open to us as he was, and for him to tell us all about his very
interesting life.
Mr. DiCara starts off by talking about his high school
years at BLS. He later went to Harvard College, and in the process, discovered that it was favorable
for someone from his background to run for City Councilor, and so he did. He became the youngest
ever to be elected to the city council at 22 years old and remained one for 10 years. He eventually
ran for mayor in 1983, and unfortunately lost that bid. To be honest, with how the meeting was
going and how much I was enjoying it, I think he would’ve been a great mayor.
When I asked him what the one thing he learned about being in public service was, he
simply replied, “Every time that phone rings, every time that email rings, it could be the most
important thing in someone’s lives. That is why you have to
BY MIGGY ANTONIO do the best you can for everyone.”

ERNANI DEARAUJO WF’98
EAST BOSTON NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CENTER

Because of my interactions with my current sponsor, Adrian Madaro,
my impression of Ernani was that he held a lot of value in service to
community based on his roles in both the East Boston Neighborhood Health
Center and the John William Ward and Stanley Miller Fellowships.
When our cohort got to meeting Ernani, it was a conversation all of
us were looking forward to—so much so that fellows who were unable to
attend the meeting wanted copies of notes from the meeting and his
contact information. Despite the screen that divided us, Ernani’s passion
and willingness to give us a comprehensive look into his backstory shone.
It was evident that Ernani’s path to working in the nonproﬁt
sector was atypical. After the Ward Fellowship, he was a member of the ﬁrst cohort of the Miller
Fellowship, working in the White House. Following that, he worked as an East Boston neighborhood
liaison for the then-Boston Mayor Thomas Menino. His current work at the East Boston
Neighborhood Health Center provides healthcare to residents that are unable to afford its
exorbitant costs.
Ernani’s enthusiasm for helping others gravitated him toward his current role as the Vice
Chair of the Ward Fellowship board and as a mentor
for students and alumni of the Fellowship alike.
BY SHANNEN ESPINOSA
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ANTHONY BENEDETTI ’83
CPCS CHIEF COUNSEL

On Thursday July 23, the Fellows had the pleasure of meeting with Anthony Benedetti ‘83,
Chief Counsel for the Committee for Public Counsel Services, the ofﬁce which coordinates Public
Defenders for people who are unable to afford an attorney. Additionally, his ofﬁce represents
minors, litigants in civil care and protection matters, children requiring assistance, and various
mental health proceedings.
Mr. Benedetti began the meeting with a brief description of his path into public service,
noting his experience at the Governor’s Press Ofﬁce as very meaningful, as it showed him that many
people in the government legitimately care about the people they work for, and are actively trying
to give back to their communities. He also mentioned that one of his lasting takeaways from
working in the Justice System is that all types of crimes have lasting effects on people’s lives,
regardless of the apparent “level” of said offense.
Upon taking questions from the Fellows, Benedetti spoke on the topic of “criminalizing
poverty”, mentioning that the sheer nature of various offenses target poorer populations
unproportionately. When asked about the popular movement to defund police forces across the
United States, Benedetti harked on the importance of being able to understand the whole person
during a criminal investigation, citing his employment of social workers on his staff as a push in that
direction. Overall, the Fellows greatly enjoyed their time speaking with
BY BEN LEE Mr. Benedetti, and found his words extremely interesting and insightful.

ISAAC BUCK
WARD FELLOW ’11

At the beginning of the meeting, Isaac told us about his life, and I was
really impressed by all that he had accomplished. He graduated from Boston
Latin School in 2012, during his time there, he participated in the Ward
Fellowship, interning for Speaker of the House Robert DeLeo. The fact that his
experience in high school was so similar to ours made it a lot easier for us to
get to know him and made this meeting a lot of fun. Like many Boston Latin
students, Buck attended Harvard University, where he took part in the Miller
Fellowship, interning for State Representative Joseph Kennedy on Capitol Hill.
After graduating Harvard, he enlisted in the United States Air Force.
He is currently in the Air National Guard, and plans on applying to law school. After going over his
life story, Buck answered several questions from us regarding the Air Force, and the armed forces in
general. It was very interesting hearing from his perspective in this regard, since the military is not a
common choice for people coming from Boston Latin School.
I was also inspired by the way his patriotism did not blind him from addressing the many
problems that our country has. The way in which he viewed the military as a form of public service
also intrigued me, and made me more open to the possibility of a career in this ﬁeld. On a similar
note, Buck discussed the difference between serving your
BY JOSEPH TERREY
country and protecting the Constitution.
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ROBERT DELEO ’67

MASSACHUSETTS SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
Robert DeLeo, Speaker of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives, has been dedicated to serving his community since he
ﬁrst began his political career in 1991. As the longest-serving House
Speaker in Massachusetts history, DeLeo has used his position to address
some of the most pressing issues of our time, with policies regarding
transportation reform, health care expansion, affordable housing, gun
reform, and education.
Speaker DeLeo attributes much of his success as a leader and
public servant to his education. After graduating from Boston Latin School
in 1967, he went on to earn a bachelor’s degree in political science from Northeastern and a law
degree from Suffolk University. Speaker DeLeo’s background with these institutions inspired him to
become an advocate for improved primary and secondary education, eventually pushing him to
pursue a career in the Massachusetts House of Representatives. After working as a representative
for 18 years, DeLeo was elected Speaker of the House in 2009.
More recently, Speaker DeLeo has emerged as a leader during the coronavirus pandemic.
Over the past few months, he has used his three decades of experience to help keep the
government functioning properly and has worked
BY REGINE PIERRE-LOUIS endlessly to improve the lives of his constituents.

ANDREW DESTEFANO WF’07
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

DeStefano began his political career at Boston Latin School as a
Ward Fellow and subsequent Miller Fellow. Even now, 12 years after his
graduation, DeStefano believes that BLS has and will be the most
challenging experience for him. Looking back, he truly believes that BLS
is one of the most important institutions in the nations.
Even though BLS is not perfect, it is a great equalizer and evens
the playing ﬁeld for people of all walks of life. He added that BLS taught
him that work ethic and being able to overcome obstacles is most
important, which made him very well equipped for college.
He began working on political campaigns during his time at Boston College, and later
worked for Senator Elizabeth Warren during the 2012 Senate election, and for Senator Bernie
Sanders during the 2016 presidential election. DeStefano has also done a lot of union work, and
currently works for the AFSCME trade union. In election years, he is a ﬁeld director for the union’s
independent expenditure work across the country, and does a lot of work in many southern states.
Despite his workload, DeStefano believes that he has never had any doubts about his work
and wants to focus on enacting change rather than simply talking
about it.
BY MAX TANG
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THE HONORABLE
JUDGE MARK L. WOLF
Judge Wolf of the United States District Court, District of Massachusetts, has served
as the founder and head of the Ward Fellowship since its creation in 1986. Presiding over the
Ward Fellow selection process, Judge Wolf has, for the past thirty-four years, served as the
central point of cohesion among the Fellows, alumni, and the many local and statewide
ofﬁcials associated with the program. Through his role in the Fellowship as well as his position
as Federal Judge, he has inspired and empowered young people to believe in and
participate in public service. Despite his persistently time-consuming caseload, he has never
turned his back on the Fellowship he established, but has rather honored John William
Ward’s legacy by expanding both participation in and breadth of the program. Each year,
Judge Wolf provides each Fellow the opportunity to ask him about his experience and to
share his or her own. His sincere commitment to hearing the input of Fellows from year to
year has allowed the program to develop into an enduring component of the Boston Latin
School and the Boston community.

REMARKS FROM THE CHAIRMAN
The John William Ward Public Service Fellowship for Boston Latin
School students was established in 1986 to encourage the
development of the engaged citizens and honorable public servants
that Bill Ward advocated as essential to improving a state
government for which the Ward Commission found in the 1970s,
“corruption was a way of life.” As this newsletter reﬂects, many ﬁne
public ofﬁcials have provided the Fellows with exceptional
opportunities and wonderful role models. As the Fellows’ comments
demonstrate, they have been inspired to participate in the public life
of our Commonwealth, and, through the Washington D.C. Stanley
Miller Fellowship for former Ward Fellows, of our country. Hundreds
of them are now energetically engaged citizens. Boston City
Councilor Matt O’Malley (Ward Fellow ‘96) and State Representative
Adrian Madaro (Ward Fellow ‘06) are
examples of Ward Fellows emerging as admirable
public ofﬁcials themselves.
The Ward and Miller Fellows have refreshed the
idealism of their elders, and provided Bill Ward
and Stanley Miller with vibrant living legacies.
We are grateful to them and to all who
contribute to making the Fellowships possible.
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